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Abstract Anomalous seismicity patterns in epicentral and surrounding areas have
been shown to occur prior to large earthquakes, although the processes determining
the spatial distribution and migration patterns of such seismicity are still poorly under-
stood. We applied the improved pattern informatics (PI) method to earthquake data
maintained by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) for a broad region including
northeastern inland Japan and the source area of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, in order
to reveal the precursory processes of the earthquake and its related statistical features.
In particular, we focused on the spatial distribution and migration patterns of PI
hotspots, which highlight areas of anomalous seismic activity. Our results show that
such hotspots had been approaching the epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
from 2000 until the earthquake occurred. The possibility that this result was obtained
by chance was rejected at the 95% confidence level based onMolchan’s error diagram.
Our result supports the hypothesis that the preparatory processes of the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake included anomalous seismic activity and its migration toward the epicenter
of the earthquake.

Introduction

The 2011 Tohoku earthquake, with a moment magni-
tude (Mw) of 9.0, occurred off the Pacific coast of northeast-
ern Japan on 11 March 2011; it was a thrust earthquake that
occurred at a depth of about 24 km at the plate boundary
where the Pacific plate subducts westward beneath the
Okhotsk plate (Apel et al., 2006). The occurrence of such
a large earthquake was not anticipated because no earthquake
with Mw >8:5 has been reported along the Japan trench
since the seventeenth century. However, temporal changes
in seismic activity near the epicenter of the Tohoku earth-
quake were reported one month before its occurrence (Hirose
et al., 2011). Furthermore, the strain accumulation rate esti-
mated from recent geodetic observations is much higher than
that expected from the average strain released by previous
interplate earthquakes (Nishimura et al., 2004; Suwa et al.,
2006; Hashimoto et al., 2009). This evidence implies that an
enormous amount of stress had accumulated gradually in the
locked area over a long time (Toya and Kasahara, 2005).

Seismic activity is a representative measure of tectonic
stress acting on local regions. Therefore, it is prudent to focus
on temporal change in seismic activity as a stress sensor.
Anomalous seismic activity, for example, seismic activation
and quiescence prior to the occurrence of large earthquakes,
has been reported in seismically active regions worldwide
(Resenberg and Matthews, 1988; Sykes and Jaume, 1990;

Wyss and Wiemer, 1997; Jaume and Sykes, 1999; Bowman
and King, 2001; Chen, 2003; Chen et al., 2005; Chen and
Wu, 2006; Wu and Chiao, 2006; Wu and Chen, 2007; Wu
et al., 2008a; Papazachos et al., 2010; Mignan, 2011). With
regard to large earthquakes in northeastern Japan, the occur-
rence of precursory seismic quiescence prior to the 1983
Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake, the 1989 off-Sanriku earth-
quake, the 2003 northern Miyagi earthquake, the 2003
Tokachi-oki earthquake, and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake has
been reported by Murru et al. (1999), Wyss et al. (1999),
Ogata (2005), Katsumata (2011a,b), respectively. Further-
more, the migration of anomalous seismic activity has also
been reported in northeastern Japan, although its mechanism
remains to be resolved (Mogi, 1968, 1969, 1973; Anderson,
1975; Kasahara, 1979).

These reports imply that there exists anomalous seismic-
ity change associated with large earthquakes, occurring at
their epicenters and in surrounding regions over periods a
few years to decades before the occurrence of the earth-
quakes themselves. Examination of the precursory seismic
activity of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake would provide im-
portant insight into the preparatory processes and anomalous
seismic activity prior to such earthquakes. With this motiva-
tion, we investigated precursory seismicity changes associ-
ated with the Tohoku earthquake using the improved pattern
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informatics (PI) method (Wu et al., 2011) together with the
original PI method, which has retrospectively identified
anomalous seismic activities prior to large earthquakes
(Chen et al., 2005, 2006; Wu et al., 2008b, 2011). In particu-
lar, we focused on the migration pattern of areas exhibiting
anomalous seismicity changes (PI hotspots) by applying the
improved PI method (Wu et al., 2011), in which the error
distance is defined as the distance between each grid cell
in a target region for analysis and the nearest PI hotspot.
Use of the concept of error distance (Wu et al., 2011) has
the advantage of displaying the approach of PI hotspots
toward the epicenter of a future large earthquake. In other
words, the decrease of error distance with time is related
to the stress accumulation process around the epicenter of
a future large earthquake. Therefore, study of error distance
has the capacity to illuminate the preparatory process for a
large earthquake. In the Data and Methodology section, we
introduce the original PI method and the improved PI method
incorporating the error distance. We further define the con-
cept of integrated error distance to remove the dependence of
an area of anomalous seismicity, or the number of grid cells
defined as a PI hotspot, on threshold settings. We produce a
PI map showing the spatial distribution of PI hotspots and a
PI migration pattern map that illustrates the spatial distribu-

tion of the slope obtained by applying a linear regression
to plots of integrated error distance against time before the
Tohoku earthquake. The comparison of the migration pattern
with the slip-deficit rate distribution on the plate boundary
(Nishimura et al., 2004; Suwa et al., 2006) and the P-wave
velocity distribution above the upper boundary of the sub-
ducting Pacific plate (Zhao et al., 2011) shows that the region
toward which anomalous seismicity areas migrate coincides
with a zone of high slip-deficit rate and high velocity. We
believe that this supports the hypothesis that PI migration
is related to the preparatory process (stress accumulation
process) of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.

Data and Methodology

We used the earthquake catalog maintained by the Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA) (Fig. 1). In order to perform
efficient data processing, the JMA unified earthquake cata-
logs maintained by different organizations, such as univer-
sities and research institutes, in October 1997. Furthermore,
it started relocating past events using different velocity mod-
els and started changing the method for calculating magni-
tude (JMAmagnitude) in 2003. Variation in seismic networks
and data processing methods inevitably caused inhomogene-
ity in the earthquake catalog (Habermann, 1987; Resenberg
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Figure 1. (a) Hypocenter distribution at depths shallower than 60 km during 1 January 2000–10 March 2011. (b) Plots of magnitude
versus time obtained using the events at depths of 0–60 km. (c) Histogram of earthquake frequency (M ≥ 4:0) versus the depth of its
occurrence. Each bar denotes earthquake frequency within a depth window of 2.5 km at different depths. The inset shows a map view
of the tectonic setting around the Japanese islands; PAC, Pacific plate; PHL, Philippine Sea plate; EUR (AMR), Eurasian plate (Amurian
plate); OKH, Okhotsk plate. Black rectangle denotes the region for analysis in this study.
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and Matthews, 1988). Thus, the spatial and temporal homo-
geneity of the JMA earthquake catalog is indispensable for
evaluating temporal changes in seismic activity. In order
to examine the homogeneity of the JMA earthquake catalog,
we divided the region for analysis (Fig. 1) into grid cells of
0.25° by 0.25° and mapped minimum magnitude of com-
pleteness (Mc) for depth ranges of 0–100 km (shallower
and deeper parts) and 60–100 km (only deeper parts) for each
year since 2000 using the method of Wiemer and Wyss
(2000). In order to calculate Mc for each grid cell, its sur-
rounding 200 earthquakes were used. Application of this
method obtained Mc <4:0 for both depth ranges. Therefore,
we here used events with JMA magnitude equal to or larger
than 4.0 (M ≥4:0) to calculate the change in seismic activity
for each change interval. For simplicity, JMA magnitude is
hereinafter represented as M.

Here, we have based determination of the depth range of
events used for analysis on a statistical measure for evaluat-
ing ergodicity of an earthquake fault system: the Thirumalai-
Mountain (TM) metric (Tiampo et al., 2007, 2010; Toya
et al., 2010). If the earthquake fault system is ergodic, the
inverse of the TM metric increases linearly with time, which
means that the temporal average of a quantity approaches its
ensemble average. Improvements in catalog quality can also
cause a break in ergodicity of the system. We examined
ergodicity of events at depths of 0–30 km, 0–60 km, and
0–100 km (Fig. 2). The plots of the inverse TM metric in
panels (a) and (b) (0–30 km and 0–60 km, respectively) dis-
play clear linearity. Considering that the hypocenter of the
2011 Tohoku earthquake was located at a depth of 24 km
and the lower limit of earthquake distribution in inland Japan
is nearly 30 km (Fig. 1), the selection of events within
0–30 km appears to be sufficient for PI analysis. However,
Ogata and Umino (2009) attempted to relocate the hypocen-
ters of earthquakes in a region far offshore of northeastern
Japan, and showed that most M ≥3:0 events at depths of
40 km or more from 2000 until 2006 were relocated to depths
shallower than 40 km. This indicates that the location errors
of offshore events, most of which are shallower than 60 km,
are large due to poor coverage of the seismic network in
ocean regions. Furthermore, a depth of 60 km nearly corre-
sponds to the bottom of the seismogenic zone associated
with thrust events at the plate interface between the sub-
ducting Pacific plate and the overriding North American
plate in this region. This depth is almost the same at other
subduction zones (Corbi et al., 2011; Heuret et al., 2011).
In addition, a simulation result by Kato et al. (1997) suggests
that the seismic activity at the interface between subducting
and overriding plates and in the continental crust can be af-
fected by aseismic sliding at deeper parts of locked zones at
the plate interface. These previous studies imply that it is
more desirable to use events at depths of 0–60 km than those
shallower than 30 km; thus, we opted to include all events
shallower than 60 km in our study, which should make it
possible to focus on changes in seismic activity in the
continental crust and around the plate interface.

The PI method was developed based on the concept of
pattern dynamics (Rundle et al., 2000). Stress, which can
be regarded as a space–time state variable in a system of
true deterministic dynamics, is a fundamental measure that
should be monitored to help predict the occurrence of future
large earthquakes, but it is difficult to observe directly. We
can, however, observe seismic activity, which is considered
to reflect stress rate (Dieterich, 1994; Dieterich et al., 2000;
Toda et al., 2002). Therefore, in studying the preparatory
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Figure 2. Plots of the inverse of the TM metric as a function of
time using events at depths of (a) 0–30 km, (b) 0–60 km, and (c) 0–
90 km. Black arrows, the beginning of t1 and t2.
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process of a large earthquake, we regarded seismic activity as
a space–time state variable of pattern dynamics that can be
incorporated into investigation of changes in an earthquake
system.

We applied the PI method to earthquake data covering a
broad region that included northeastern inland Japan and the

epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, in order to obtain
a precursory earthquake-migration pattern. Figure 3a illus-
trates the procedure for obtaining PI maps, which denote the
spatial distribution of grid cells with earthquake occurrence
probabilities higher than a particular threshold (PI hotspots).
Figure 3b illustrates the method for obtaining a PI migration

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Flowchart of the procedure for obtaining PI maps, which denote the spatial distribution of grid cells with earthquake
occurrence probabilities higher than a particular threshold (PI hotspots). (b) Schematic diagram of the method for obtaining a PI migration
map based on PI maps obtained by the process illustrated in (a).
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map based on PI maps obtained by the process illustrated in
Figure 3a. The PI migration map shows whether or not the
nearest PI hotspot is, on average, approaching the grid cell
with time, viewed from each grid cell. We here explain the PI
analysis procedure.

1. The target region is divided into grid cells with dimen-
sions of 0:25° × 0:25°.

2. Seismic-intensity changeΔIi�tb; t1; t2� of the ith grid for
a target time period (change interval), that is, from t1
to t2 (t1 � 1 January 2000–1 January 2008, t2 � 1 Janu-
ary 2011), is calculated. The seismic intensity Ii�tb; t� is
defined as the number of earthquakes per day in an area
of 5 × 5 grids, centered at the ith grid cell, averaged over
the time period between a reference time tb�t0 < tb < t1�
and t. To obtain the seismic-intensity change, the seismic
intensities Ii�tb; t1� and Ii�tb; t2� in the ith grid cell for the
respective time period, that is, tb to t1 and tb to t2, are
calculated. Then, we calculate seismic-intensity change
ΔIi�tb; t1; t2� � Ii�tb; t2� − Ii�tb; t1�. In this study, the
beginning of t1 is selected based on the property of ergo-
dicity of a natural earthquake fault system, which can be
identified using the inverse of the TMmetric (Fig. 2b). The
inverse TM metric on 1 January 2000 nearly corresponds
to the beginning of the linearity evident in Figure 2b. Thus,
we select 1 January 2000 as the beginning of t1.

3. To extract the coherent trends in seismic-intensity change
during t1 to t2, the seismic intensities Ii�tb; t1� and
Ii�tb; t2� are calculated by shifting tb from t0 (1 Janu-
ary 1980) to t1; thus, the seismic-intensity change
ΔIi�tb; t1; t2� can be normalized temporally by sub-
tracting its temporal mean and dividing by its temporal
standard deviation. Furthermore, ΔIi�tb; t1; t2� is also
normalized spatially to highlight unusual seismic-inten-
sity changes. The value ofΔIi�tb; t1; t2� varies according
to the grid cells where tb is fixed; therefore, we can nor-
malize it spatially by subtracting its spatial mean and then
dividing by its spatial standard deviation for every value
of tb. The spatiotemporally normalized seismic-intensity
change is then obtained and denoted as ΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�.

4. Most of the effects of random fluctuation in seismic-in-
tensity change and background seismic-intensity change
are eliminated by normalization. Accordingly, the pre-
seismic change can be represented by the spatiotempor-
ally normalized seismic-intensity change ΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�.
Because the preseismic change during a preparatory pro-
cess can be seismic quiescence, seismic activation, or
even both, ΔI^i�tb; t1; t2� may be negative or positive.
To incorporate all the preseismic change and reduce
the fluctuation of random noise, we take the absolute
value of spatiotemporally normalized seismic intensity
jΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�j and average the absolute value over all
values of tb to obtain jΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�j.

5. Then, the probability of earthquake occurrence Pi�t1; t2�
is defined as jΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�j

2
and the average probability

as the mean μp of Pi�t1; t2�. Finally, the probability of

earthquake occurrence relative to the background mean,
ΔPi�t1; t2�≡ jΔI^i�tb; t1; t2�j

2 − μp, is further divided by
the spatial maximum and is color coded and plotted as a
PI hotspot.

6. In order to draw a PI migration map, the error distance ε is
defined as the distance between each grid cell and its
nearest hotspot. Thus, the error distance is defined for
each grid cell for each change interval from t1 to t2. It
should, however, be noted that the total area of PI hot-
spots depends on the threshold value of the probability
of earthquake occurrence; the higher the threshold value,
the less the total area of PI hotspots. Accordingly, the er-
ror distance would decrease (increase) with increasing
(decreasing) ratio of the area of PI hotspots (AH) to the
area of the whole region used for analysis (A). In order
to eliminate the influence of threshold settings of PI hot-
spots on the result, we instead consider the integrated
error distance, εarea�t1�, which is obtained by integrating
the plots of ε as a function of AH=A, in studying the tem-
poral change in the distance between each grid cell and its
nearest PI hotspot.

7. By shifting t1, the temporal change in the integrated error
distance defined in step 6 is obtained for every grid cell.
To make it possible for the migration of PI hotspots to be
observed in time and space, we apply a linear regression
to the plotted integrated error distance as a function of
time (t1) for each grid cell and color code on the map.

Results

Figure 4 shows snapshots of the spatial distribution of
the grid cells with large seismicity changes (PI hotspots) for
different change intervals between t1 and t2 (t2 � 1 January
2011), or snapshots of PI maps. Warm colors indicate the
locations with large seismicity changes over the change inter-
val, including seismic quiescence and activation, indicating
high probability of earthquake occurrence after the change
interval; red corresponds to the highest probability of earth-
quake occurrence. Cold colors represent the locations with
small seismicity changes, indicating low probability of earth-
quake occurrence after the change interval. It should be noted
that the blue areas include all occurrence probabilities lower
than −0:6. The red star in each panel shows the epicenter of
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. It can be seen that PI hotspots,
or the grid cells with anomalous seismicity, approach the epi-
center of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Furthermore, we have
calculated the integrated error distance as a function of time
for every grid cell and plotted the migration pattern of PI hot-
spots (Fig. 5) to investigate the overall migration of the grid
cells with anomalous seismicity changes during the period
shown in the top of Figure 5a. If the distance decreases with
time (negative slope), the corresponding grid cells are light
blue to blue in color. On the contrary, if the distance increases
with time (positive slope), the corresponding grids are col-
ored yellow to red. The migration patterns shown in Figure 5a
were obtained using t1 � 1 January 2000–1 January 2008.
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TheM ≥5:0 events during the time period from t2 (1 January
2011) to 10 March 2011, one day before the occurrence of
the Tohoku earthquake are also plotted (black open circles).
A large region of negative slope is evident between 38° N and
39° N in the PI migration pattern (Fig. 5a), suggesting that
this region has high potential for earthquake occurrence; this
region includes the epicenter of the Tohoku earthquake.
Figure 5b shows plots of the integrated error distance as a
function of change interval for two grid cells indicated by

arrows; one of the grid cells includes the epicenter of the
2011 Tohoku earthquake. The horizontal axis denotes t1,
which represents the change interval between t1 and t2; the
vertical axis shows the integrated error distance for each cor-
responding change interval. The negative slope obtained by
fitting a linear regression to these plots reflects the relative
movement of PI hotspots toward the epicenter of the 2011
Tohoku earthquake with time. Figure 5b also implies that PI
hotspots migrate by nearly 200–300 km, on average, toward

Figure 4. Snapshots of the spatial distribution of the grid cells with large seismicity changes (PI hotspots) for different change intervals
between t1 and t2 (t2 � 1 January 2011). Change interval for each panel is shown at top (only t1 is denoted). Warm-color grid cells show the
locations with large seismicity changes, including seismic quiescence and activation, during the change interval; this indicates high prob-
ability of earthquake occurrence after the change interval. Red-color regions correspond to the highest probability of earthquake occurrence.
Cold colors represent locations with small seismicity changes, indicating low probability of earthquake occurrence after the change interval.
It should be noted that the blue regions include all occurrence probabilities lower than−0:6. It can be seen that the locations of the PI hotspots,
which are regarded as anomalous seismicity areas, approach the epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, which is indicated by the red star.
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the patch bounded by the lines at 38° N and 39° N and in-
cluding the epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake for the
period from 1 January 2000 to 1 January 2008. Therefore,
Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the PI hotspots migrate toward
the epicenter over time.

To evaluate the coherence between the epicenter of the
Tohoku earthquake and the regions of negative slope in the
PI migration map, we used Molchan’s error diagram (Fig. 6;
Molchan, 1997). Figure 6 plots miss rate versus the fraction
of grid cells with negative slopes, which indicate the ap-
proach of PI hotspots toward the grid cells. Here, miss rate
is defined as the number of M ≥5:0 events located outside
the grid cells with negative slopes, normalized by the total
number ofM ≥5:0 events. In calculating the lower 95% con-
fidence level of the random miss rate, we used the method of
Zechar and Jordan (2008). The best performance of the im-
proved PI method is denoted by a black arrow in Figure 6.
Based on the actual miss rate and fraction of grid cells with
negative slopes, denoted as a large solid circle in Figure 6,
the null hypothesis that the coherence between the locations
of M ≥5:0 events and the grid cells with negative slopes is
obtained by chance is rejected at a confidence level of 95%.
This indicates good performance of the improved PI method

in identifying M ≥5:0 events, including the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake, inside grid cells with negative slopes.

Discussion and Conclusions

We applied the PI method to the earthquake catalog of
the region east of northeastern Japan prior to the occurrence
of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Seismicity rate is a proxy for
stress rate (Dieterich, 1994; Dieterich et al., 2000; Toda et al.,
2002). Therefore, the positions of PI hotspots indicate areas
with significant temporal changes in stress rates over change
interval. In this study, we focused on the migration pattern
of PI hotspots. Where PI hotspots approach the epicenter of
large earthquakes, the stress rate around the hypocenter area
increases with time. Thus, it is physically reasonable to as-
sume that the direction of migration of PI hotspots can help
predict the epicenter of future large earthquakes. Figures 4
and 5 show that PI hotspots approached the epicenter of
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake prior to its occurrence. This
may reflect stress accumulation toward the region near the
epicenter. Interestingly, the blue region including the epicen-
ter of the Tohoku earthquake in Figure 5a almost coincides
with a strongly coupled region between the Pacific plate and
the overriding North American plate (Nishimura et al., 2004;
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Figure 5. (a) PI migration pattern map: map showing the temporal change in the integrated error distance between each grid cell and its
nearest PI hotspot. The map shown was obtained by using t1 � 1 January 2000–1 January 2008. Red star denotes the epicenter of the 2011
Tohoku earthquake. Black open circles show the epicenters ofM ≥5:0 earthquakes shallower than 60 km for the period between t2 (1 January
2011) and 10 March 2011, one day before the occurrence of the Tohoku earthquake. If the integrated error distance decreases with time, the
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with time; one of these includes the epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.
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Suwa et al., 2006; Hashimoto et al., 2009; Ozawa et al.,
2011). This region also corresponds to a region with coseis-
mic slips larger than ∼25 m (Iinuma et al., 2011; Ozawa
et al., 2011), and with a region of high P-wave velocity di-
rectly above the upper boundary of the subducting Pacific
plate (Huang et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2011). These coinci-
dences imply that the blue region corresponds to a large
asperity on the plate boundary where stress tends to accumu-
late. Using the JMA earthquake catalog with M ≥ 4:5 and
depths shallower than 60 km, Katsumata (2011a) found a
region of anomalous seismic quiescence in the deeper part
of the asperity ruptured by the Tohoku earthquake by means
of a Z test (Wiemer and Wyss, 1994). The region including
the epicenter of the Tohoku earthquake in our study, toward
which PI hotspots migrate, could reflect this seismic quies-
cence to some degree. Figure 5b shows that the mean of the
distance between the epicenter of the Tohoku earthquake and
the nearest PI hotspot decreases with time. This may be due
to the process of stress accumulation toward the large asper-
ity including the hypocenter of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.
In this study, the asperity represented as a high-velocity zone,
which was obtained previously by Zhao et al. (2011), is
probably represented by the region of negative slopes (blue
color) that the PI hotspots approach.

We consider here a possible mechanism for occurrence
of seismic quiescence prior to the Tohoku earthquake.

Ohnaka (1984) proposed a precursory stable slip model
for the boundary between a subducting plate and its overrid-
ing plate to explain the seismic quiescence period prior to a
large interplate earthquake, based on the earthquake catalog
and sea-level data in the Kanto region, Japan. Using the PI
method, Wu et al. (2008b, 2011) demonstrated that areas
with anomalous seismic activity, denoted as PI hotspots, mi-
grated toward the epicenter of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake,
Taiwan, insisting that migration of such areas may reflect
the nucleation process of the earthquake. Using a numerical
simulation involving rate- and state-dependent friction laws
(Ruina, 1983), Kato et al. (1997) demonstrated the appear-
ance of regional seismic quiescence in the continental crust
before a large interplate earthquake, suggesting that regional
stress relaxation could be caused by preseismic sliding along
the boundary between a subducting oceanic plate and its
overriding continental plate. The blue region toward which
PI hotspots migrate over time in our study (Fig. 5a) may thus
reflect a temporal change in seismicity associated with physi-
cal processes, including regional stress relaxation, prior to
the Tohoku earthquake.

We conclude that the earthquake migration pattern ob-
tained in this study supports the hypothesis of the preparatory
stress accumulation process for the Tohoku earthquake since
2000. In future work, it will be important to investigate
further the migration pattern associated with other large
earthquakes, including intraplate earthquakes, to study the
possibility of the improved PI method being used to image
a region in which stress has accumulated to a large degree.

Data and Resources

We used the unified earthquake catalog maintained by
the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), in which each hy-
pocenter is determined by analyzing in an integrated fashion
the earthquake data of Hokkaido University, Hirosaki Uni-
versity, Tohoku University, the University of Tokyo, Nagoya
University, Kyoto University, Kochi University, Kyushu Uni-
versity, Kagoshima University, National Research Institute
for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED), National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST), Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Tech-
nology (JAMSTEC), TokyoMetropolitan Government, Yoko-
hama City, Shizuoka Prefecture, Hot Springs Research
Institute of Kanagawa Prefecture, and JMA. Data can be ob-
tained from the Japan Meteorological Business Support
Center.
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Figure 6. Molchan’s error diagram which plots miss rate versus
the fraction of grid cells occupied by negative slopes, showing the
approach of PI hotspots to grid cells under consideration. Here, miss
rate is defined as the number ofM ≥5:0 events located outside grid
cells of negative slopes, normalized by the total number of M ≥5:0
events. Plots show random miss rate (line connecting [0,1] to [1,0]),
lower 95% confidence level of random miss rate (curve with black
cross connecting [0,1] to [1,0]), and realizations obtained by chang-
ing the threshold of negative slopes (positive maximum slope to
negative maximum slope) (black open circle). Best performance
of the improved PI method occurs in the bottom left corner, and is
denoted by a black arrow. The actual miss rate and fraction of grid
cells occupied by negative slopes is denoted by a large solid circle.
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